Magnetically Controlled Growing Rods: The Experience of Mechanical Failure from a Single Center Consecutive Series of 28 Children with a Minimum Follow-up of 2 Years
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Study Design: Retrospective observational study of a continuous series of 28 children.

Purpose: To determine the mechanical failure rate in our cohort of children treated with magnetically controlled growth rods (MCGRs).

Overview of Literature: Previous studies report a MCGR mechanical failure rate of 0%–75%.

Methods: All patients with MCGR implantation between 2012 and 2015 were examined and followed up for a minimum of 2 years. A retrospective evaluation of contemporaneously documented clinical findings was conducted, and radiographs were retrospectively examined for mechanical failure. The external remote controller (ERC)-specified length achieved in the clinic was compared to the length measured on subsequent radiographs.

Results: Fourteen mechanical failures were identified in 28 children (50%) across a total of 52 rods (24 pairs and four single constructs). Mechanical failures were due to: failure to lengthen under general anesthesia (seven children), actuator pin fracture (four), rod fracture (one), foundation screw failure (one), and ran out of rod length (one). Of the 14 mechanical failures, six were treated with final fusion operations (reflecting limited further growth potential), and eight patients were treated with the intention for further lengthening. We therefore consider these eight patients to represent the true incidence of mechanical failure in our cohort (29%). The difference between the ERC length and radiographic length was found to be identical in 11% cases; 35% were overestimates, and 54% were underestimates. The median underestimate was 2.45 mm whereas the median overestimate was 3.1 mm per distraction episode. In total, 95% of all ERC distractions were within ±10 mm of the radiographic length achieved over a median of nine distraction episodes.

Conclusions: Our series is the most comprehensive MCGR series published to date, and we present a mechanical failure rate of 29%. Clinicians should be mindful of the discrepancies between ERC length and radiographic measurements of rod length; other modalities may be more helpful in this regard.
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Introduction

1. Background

Operative treatments for early-onset scoliosis include the insertion of spinal instrumentation to prevent curve progression and affect curve correction through serial lengthening. One such system is the magnetically controlled growth rod system (MCGR; NuVasive Specialized Orthopedic Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). The MCGR system comprises an implantable rod, the external remote controller (ERC), and accessories. The implanted MCGR is used to prevent the progression of the scoliosis while allowing continued spinal growth. After surgical implantation, the ERC is placed externally over the patient’s spine at the location of the actuator in the MCGR to increase the length of the construct through periodic, non-invasive distraction of the rod in the conscious child. The National Institution for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) published a case for the recommendation of MCGR in 2014 [1]. They stated that the MCGR system should be considered for use in children aged ≥2 years with scoliosis who require surgery to correct their spinal curvature. NICE concluded that the MCGR system demonstrated cost savings compared to conventional rods, largely because it prevents repeated invasive surgical procedures.

Since the publication of the NICE recommendation, there have been examples of MCGR failures discussed at a consensus meeting [2] and in the literature [3-9]. There have also been analyses of explanted rods [10-12]. Discussions regarding the failure of MCGRs have attempted to determine a mechanical failure rate but have used data that were compiled from multiple centers, conducted with few cases, or followed up for only a short time.

2. Outline

We report a continuous series of MCGR patient data from a UK specialist regional spinal deformity service for over 4.5 years that comprised 28 patients with a minimum follow-up of 2 years. This is the largest published continuous series of MCGRs from a single center with a minimum follow-up of 24 months. Children with early-onset scoliosis at the Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, Birmingham are offered corrective surgery after considering the following conventional criteria: (1) degree and extent of curve; (2) spinal maturity; (3) location of curve; and (4) potential for progression. Our center uses MCGRs if at all possible for all indications according to national guidance and has no absolute contraindications for MCGR insertion. Exceptions are made when other clinical issues cause relative contraindications, such as being unable to undergo regular computed tomography. After instrumentation with the MCGR, the children are followed up through a dedicated lengthening clinic at 3-month intervals; they undergo lengthening of approximately 10 mm each year.

The ERC is used to lengthen the MCGR in the conscious child, and subsequent radiographs are taken to document lengthening and to screen for complications (failure to lengthen, broken rods, incorrectly positioned rods, worsening deformity). To limit exposure to ionizing radiation, radiographs are performed after every two to three ERC lengthening episodes in the clinic—the equivalent of two radiographs per year—mirroring the practice in traditional growing rods (TGRs).

The primary aim of the present study was to assess the mechanical failure rate of MCGRs in our cohort. Furthermore, to understand why some rods failed to lengthen, the secondary aim was to evaluate the degree of lengthening specified by the ERC in the clinic against the lengthening measured on a plain film radiograph.

Materials and Methods

1. Recruitment

All children who underwent implantation of MCGRs at a single spinal deformity service between February 2012 and November 2015 were enrolled in this retrospective observational study. The inclusion criteria included the insertion of MCGRs between February 2012 and November 2015 in our center. All children were included, and there were no exclusions.

2. Data collection

Institutional review board approval was granted for this study (internal audit no., 16-040). Contemporaneous data on ERC length were recorded during the clinic lengthening procedures. These data were accessed retrospectively to determine the ERC specified length. Radiographs were accessed retrospectively, and the difference in length of the actuator mechanism was measured. Electronic and paper records were consulted to determine the age, gen-
3. Failure

Mechanical failure was defined as (1) any rod that the ERC device could not lengthen in an anesthetized child; (2) radiographic evidence of broken metalwork (any part of the MCGR); (3) radiographic evidence of foundation screw failure; and (4) evidence of deep infection requiring revision surgery.

4. Radiographic evaluation of rod lengthening

A surgeon who was not associated with the primary surgery or subsequent lengthening episodes measured the radiographs. The radiographs were viewed on the Centricity picture archiving and communication system (PACS; GE Medical Systems Ltd., Buckinghamshire, UK). The rods were reviewed with maximum magnification and on a window level were designed to adequately illustrate the rod-lengthening aperture. Measurements were taken from a line drawn parallel to the actuator pin in the rod-lengthening aperture using the PACS software standard measurement system. Care was taken to determine the superior and inferior margins of the measurement window using the areas of greatest opacity (Fig. 1).

5. Calibration

Radiographs in this cohort were not routinely calibrated, and the projections and exposures may vary between different radiographs. The rod diameter was measured on each radiograph using the same measurement software function on PACS. Comparing this measurement against a known rod diameter was used as a calibration technique.

6. Data analysis

The data were analyzed retrospectively in Microsoft Excel (for Mac 2011 ver. 14.6.5; Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA). Nonparametric data are presented as the median (interquartile range [IQR]). Inter- and intrarater variability was assessed via Bland-Altman to determine the mean agreement and limits of agreement. To test both inter- and intrarater variability, ten radiographs were randomly selected for additional measurement by the original researcher and a second senior researcher.

7. Exclusions

All failed rods were excluded from the length comparison after the point that failure was identified.

Results

1. Demographics

Twenty-eight children underwent MCGR system lengthening using a total of 52 rods between February 2012 and November 2015 (24 paired rod configurations and four single rod constructs). The median age at implantation was 6 years and 10 months (IQR, 5 years and 2 months to 9 years and 5 months). The children had the following diagnoses: unknown syndrome (nine patients); idiopathic scoliosis (eight); known syndrome (eight); congenital (two); and neuromuscular disorder (one). The most common cephalic level was T2 (13/28 patients), and the most common caudal level was L3 (10/28 patients). The median follow-up length was 3 years and 4 months (IQR, 2 years...
and 6 months to 4 years and 4 months); the minimum follow-up was 2 years and 2 months. The complete demographic data are presented in Table 1.

### 2. Calibration

To calibrate the radiographs, all rod diameters were measured and compared against the known rod diameter of the implanted rod. The difference was 0.1 mm (IQR, 0.1–0.2 mm). The limits of agreement for interobserver error were 0.5 mm (95% confidence interval <5 mm). The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Demographics of patients with MCGR rods in this cohort (n=28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients with MCGR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobb angle (°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rods inserted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic lengthening episodes per patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiographs per patient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are presented as number or median (interquartile range). MCGR, magnetically controlled growth rod.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Outcomes of all rods (n=28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N: fail to lengthen in clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N: fail to lengthen in clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: fail to lengthen under GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: fail to lengthen under GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: fail to lengthen under GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: fail to lengthen under GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: fail to lengthen under GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: fail to lengthen under GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: fail to lengthen under GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: broken rod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: ran out of rod length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: broken actuator pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: broken actuator pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: broken actuator pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: broken actuator pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y: screws pulling out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?: fail to lengthen in clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?: fail to lengthen in clinic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NA, not applicable; GA, general anesthesia; MCGR, magnetically controlled growth rod.

<sup>a</sup>Patient under investigation for metal allergy. <sup>b</sup>Single rod revised to two-rod construct. <sup>c</sup>Syndromic child underwent final fusion in accordance with family’s wishes.
limits of agreement for intra-observer error were 0.25 mm (95% confidence interval <2.5 mm).

3. Failure

Device failure occurred in 14 children (50%), leading to a decision for operative revision in all 14 cases, with ten operations performed and four operations planned. Of the operations performed, six were final fusion operations, one involved exchange for TGRs, one involved explantation, and two involved exchange for further MCGR systems.

Final fusion operations were performed if the children were reaching skeletal maturity or if further growing potential was limited because of underlying syndromes. Exchange for TGRs was performed as a lengthened schedule was more acceptable (every 6 months under general anesthesia [GA] rather than every 3 months awake). Explantation was performed at the patient’s request, and subsequent management was performed by bracing only. One revision to further MCGRs was performed because the rod had run out of length, and more growing was desired. The other MCGR revision involved transferring from a one-rod construct to a two-rod construct after rod fracture.

Of the four operations planned, two are final fusion, one involves explantation, and one involves exchange with another MCGR system. The identified shortcomings in the 14 patients were as follows: failure to lengthen under GA (seven children), actuator pin fracture (four children), rod fracture (one child), foundation screw failure (one child), and ran out of rod length (one child). One child was noted to have deep infection during rod explantation. All failures and outcomes are presented in Table 2.

The median time from implantation to the identification of device failure was 2 years (IQR, 1 year and 3 months to 2 years and 3 months). The median age of the children at identification of failure was 11 years and 7 months (IQR, 7 years and 7 months to 13 years and 0 months).

4. Clinic lengthening

There were 235 episodes of clinic lengthening in 28 children. There was a median of nine lengthening episodes per child (IQR, 6–12). The median total ERC length over the time period observed was 19.4 mm per rod (IQR, 10.8–25.1 mm).

5. Radiographic measurement

There were 121 radiographs performed in the 28 children. There was a median of four radiographs per patient (IQR, 3–5.5). The median total radiographic length over the time period observed was 19.7 mm per rod (IQR, 15.3–24.7 mm).

6. External remote controller versus radiographic measurements

The ERC length was the same as the radiographic length in 11% of cases whereas it was overestimated in 54% of cases and underestimated in 35%. The median underestimate was 2.5 mm, and the median overestimate was 3.1 mm per distraction episode. In total, 95% of all ERC distractions were within ±10 mm of the radiographic length achieved over a median of nine distraction episodes.

Discussion

1. Failures

Our data have not identified a specific reason for device failure. Failure was not associated with the degree of curve, length of time, or age of the child. The overall mechanical failure rate (all causes) in our cohort was 50%, which agrees with the failure rate of TGR systems that has been previously reported (approximately 40%–70%) [3,14-17]. The patient’s size, contouring of rods, actuator magnets that are too close to one another, and actuator magnets too close to the apex of the curve are factors associated with the failure of magnetically controlled lengthening devices [18].

The fact that reported failure rates for growing constructs (both conventional and MCGR) in scoliosis are so variable makes it difficult to compare between different centers. Differing methodologies, endpoints, and length of follow-up account for some of the differing rates, notwithstanding alternative surgical techniques and lengthening strategies. The failure rate observed in our cohort is received favorably compared to TGRs because MCGR systems require fewer surgeries than conventional growing rod systems and therefore generate fewer non-mechanical complications.
2. Actuator pin fracture

Our series revealed four actuator pin fractures in 28 children (14%). Of these four pin fractures, two children were treated with spinal fusion, and a third is planned to undergo fusion. Fusion was chosen because it was felt that they had no more growing potential, which lends weight to a theory of Joyce et al. [11] that pin fracture is an effect rather than a cause. If these spines were coming to the end of their natural growth, then the lack of biomechanical compliance in further lengthening may manifest itself as actuator pin fracture. The fourth child with a fractured actuator pin is scheduled for rod exchange with a further MCGR system.

3. Failure to lengthen under general anesthesia

Seven children had MCGRs that failed to lengthen under GA. Two of these children (age, 13 and 14 years) underwent fusion because there was limited potential for further lengthening. The other four children underwent rod exchange, either for further MCGR systems (two children) or TGR systems (two children). Cheung et al. [18] reported that increased body habitus and a reduced distance between internal magnets significantly influence rod slippage events. These factors were not examined in our study.

4. Other failures

One child had a rod fracture, one rod ran out of length for further lengthening, and one child’s screws cut out. Two of these children were treated with exchange and one underwent fusion.

5. Failure summary

Overall, 14 children (50%) experienced MCGR system failure. Six of these children were treated with final fusion operations, which suggests that the MCGR ‘failure’ occurred in the final stages of spinal growth. Seven children underwent MCGR exchange after their observed failure; therefore, we believe a true mechanical failure rate of 26% to be a more accurate representation of our experience with MCGRs. The literature has not yet determined what makes rods fail or even what constitutes rod failure. While a rod fracture or foundation screw cut out is a clear construct failure, true MCGR system failure can be more difficult to define. These mechanical devices may have simply reached the end of their useful role with regards to spinal growth. If the native spine has nothing left to give, then it is futile to expect an MCGR to offer any more growth. In these cases, the mechanisms may ‘fail,’ either by fracture of actuator pin or by internal mechanism failure that is not radiologically evident. We distinguish failure in which a further MCGR system is inserted from failure that is treated by final spinal fusion. The exact conditions for failure may become more obvious over time, and there certainly appears to be some correlation in the literature with increasing body habitus, age of the child, and orientation of magnets [14,18]. However, we are hesitant to label cases as failures if the children subsequently went on to be treated with final spinal fusion, which would be appropriate for the child in any event.

6. Comparison with published literature

To the best of our knowledge, we present the largest continuous series of MCGR patients from a single specialist center with a minimum follow-up of 2 years. Our data are similar to previously published studies regarding the age of child at implantation, degree of curve, and length of follow-up. Previous studies report a MCGR mechanical failure rate (all causes) of 0%–75% [3,19,20], and there have been two specific actuator pin failures published as a case report [21]. In their revised quantitative analysis of four papers (one of which was unpublished) [4,22,23], the NICE external assessment center reported five MCGR device failures in 80 patients (6%).

Since the NICE report, various case series of MCGRs have been published. We were interested in series that had a comparable number of cases or a similar minimum follow-up as our cohort. We identified seven papers of similar demographics that reported mechanical failure rates of 12%–50%.

Dannawi et al. [4] reported four cases of failure in 34 children (12%). Their failures included two children who failed to distract and two with rod breakages. Their series was from a single center but only had a minimum follow-up of 12 months. Hickey et al. [5] reported a case series of eight children who were followed up for a minimum of 23 months. They found failure in four children (50%) due to rod breakage in one, foundation screw failure in one, and failure of distraction in two. Choi et al. [3] demonstrated a complication rate of 28% from a multicenter
This study found inconsistencies in the ERC measure-ments compared to the radiographic assessments of length. Clinicians must be mindful that ERC measure-ments do not necessarily reflect the radiographic change in length and can both overestimate and underestimate lengthening. In this series, 95% of the discrepancies were in the range of ±10 mm over an average course of nine distraction episodes. This may not be surprising if one considers the inexact nature of perfectly locating the subcutaneous magnets and the intolerance to lengthening found in some children in clinics. A previous study found that the ratio of true distraction length to intended distraction length is 0.33; thus, clinic lengthening overestimates actual lengthening [24].

Evaluating the rod length may be better measured by ultrasound. Measuring by ultrasound can be performed in the clinic simultaneously with measuring lengthening, and it may be a more accurate measure of rod length than the ERC, as has been previously suggested [25,26]. However, ultrasound can still overestimate length compared to achieved length as measured by X-rays [27]. Ultrasound has the advantage of being a source of non-ionizing radiation and thus can be performed more frequently than X-rays. More frequent assessments of rod length are likely to determine failure to lengthen more quickly than waiting for radiographs. X-rays must still be used in the management of patients with MCGRs because ultrasound cannot reliably detect actuator pin fracture, but their use can be reserved for cases in which rods do not lengthen under ultrasound or at an acceptable time interval.

The measured lengthening of MCGRs may not be a helpful metric. In our study, 17 children were syndromic; therefore, absolute measurements of length and height may have had limited value. We hypothesized that growth velocity is of more utility, and comparing rod length velocity to growth velocity is likely to be more useful. This represents an avenue for future research.

8. Limitations

The measuring of rods by radiographic evaluation can be prone to inconsistencies. The radiographs are not routinely calibrated, and projections and exposures may vary between different radiographs. When measuring by eye, researchers are vulnerable to discrepancies in the exact position of measurements. Given that the median calibration measurements were 0.1 mm (IQR, 0.1–0.2 mm) and that both inter- and intrarater variability were high, we
concluded that our results are accurate to within 0.5 mm.

9. Summary

Any emergent technology should be evaluated before it becomes ubiquitous. It is helpful for scoliosis centers to share real-world data on MCGRs, particularly the incidence of failure, so that a body of evidence may be used to better inform clinical decision-making and patient choices. Our center has reported every case of mechanical failure we have experienced with a minimum of 2 years of follow-up.

We know that differences exist between the degree of measured ERC lengthening and radiographic evaluations of lengthening. Clinicians should be mindful of this discrepancy, and ultrasonography rather than X-rays may be a better measure of rod length. We suspect that growth velocity is more important than absolute rod length, and more research in this area is likely to be beneficial.

The mechanical failure rate of MCGRs has been found to be lower than historical TGRs in our center, and the ability to lengthen rods without a general anesthetic has been found particularly helpful. No specific reasons for actuator pin fracture or internal MCGR mechanism failure have been identified in our cohort, but recognizing trends is difficult with relatively few cases of failure.

Conclusions

Our series is the most comprehensive series of MCGRs published to date and reports a mechanical failure rate of 29%. Clinicians should be mindful of the discrepancies between ERC length and radiographic measurements of rod length; other modalities may be more helpful in this regard.
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